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Dear Shareholders,
The previous year opened the second decade in the history of ALROSA Co. Ltd. The Company’s personnel united as
a result of many years of dedicated efforts succeeded to
attain the objectives outlined in the Company’s five-year plan
for 2001-2005. Our most significant achievement in 2003
was accelerated construction and commissioning of the
Nyurba Integrated Mining and Processing Complex (Nyurba
GOK) permitting the Company in the future to compensate
for the decreasing diamond production at other mines.
After numerous unsuccessful attempts in 2003 we managed to restructure the Company’s debts through a Eurobond
issue for a total amount of 500 million US Dollars. The importance of this is commensurable with the substantial investment
requirements of our capital-intensive and inertial industry. The
ability of ALROSA to find a solution of this difficult problem has
once again confirmed its high international rating.
Last year we had again to face a decrease in revenues.
For the first time in the recent years the Rouble to Dollar
exchange rate began to decrease, resulting thereby in lower
earnings from sales of the Company’s main products. The
unplanned loss due to the exchange rate variations amounted to 616 million Roubles. However due to co-ordinated
efforts of the Company’s staff we succeeded to find a way out
of this predicament.
Having assessed in a critical manner the Company’s current policy of diversification and relations with its subsidiaries
the management took a basic decision to revise the concept
of relationships with the subsidiaries and affiliated companies.
Taking into account the tight budget and the need to concentrate the Company’s financial resources for the construction of
production facilities, the Company suspended its activities
aimed at integration in the fields not directly related to the
Company’s core activity. Decisions are pending for ALROSA
to withdraw from companies involved in activities that are not
related to the company’s core activity, as well as give up any
unprofitable operations or those operating at a loss.
Out of the list of the basic objectives attained by
ALROSA in the previous year, it appears to be reasonable to
mention the following essential goals:
— completion of construction and commissioning of the
No.16 Ore Treatment Plant at Nyurba GOK;
— systematic increase in the list prices for the Company’s main products;
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— fulfilment of the targets by the mining operations
required to ensure the planned diamond production;
— commencement of the installation of the No.203
dredge for exploitation of the Gornoye deposit;
— construction of a water removal system at the Mir
open pit;
— commencement of modernization of the No.8 Ore
Treatment Plant at the Komsomolskaya mine;
— construction of facilities required for diamond mining
production in accordance with the capital investments
planned for the five-year period (2001-2005) of development
of the ALROSA Group, including construction of underground mines at the Mir, Udachny and Aikhal diamond pipes;
— modification in the structure of the loan portfolio
resulting in an increased proportion of long-term loans and
maintaining it at total 1.2 billion US Dollars.
The Company’s Economic Performance
in 2003
The development of the facilities in conformity with the
advanced world standards along with maintaining the
minable resources at a level to ensure the planned mining
production and transition to underground mining at a number
of the Company’s operations permitted ALROSA’s mines to
successfully attain the planned targets.
In 2003 the Company’s diamond mining production in
terms of value amounted to 1,649 million US Dollars. The
sales of rough and polished diamonds totalled 1,697 million
and 123 million US Dollars, respectively.
The volume of geological exploration work amounted to
1,147 million Roubles (37.4 million US Dollars). Geological
exploration was carried out mainly in the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia) in six diamondiferous districts: Sredne-Markhinsky,
Malo-Botuobinsky, Daldyno-Alakitsky, Muno-Tyungsky,
Prilensky and Anabarsky, as well as in the Arkhangelsk
region.
A basis for future successful development of the Company’s operations is formed through capital investments into construction of fixed assets, which amounted in 2003 to 15,034
million Roubles (489.9 million US Dollars). The newly commissioned fixed assets have a value of 18,108 million Roubles
(98.8 million US Dollars). Fulfilment of the target-oriented plans
associated with the construction of some facilities for celebration of the 50th anniversary of the city of Mirny required additional 346 million Roubles (11.3 million US Dollars).
The revenues from sales of all types of products and services amounted to 56,752.3 million Roubles (1,848.6 million
US Dollars) and the net profit reached a level of 9,663.2 million Roubles (314.9 million US Dollars).
Systematic improvement of the labour productivity at the
ALROSA operations is an objective set for a long-term period for the entire Company. In order to attain this objective it
is required to introduce innovative technologies and
advanced machinery and equipment, as well as basic
improvement of the working conditions and higher wages
and salaries. The labour productivity improved during the last
year by 6.4% in open-pit mines, 8.8% at alluvial mines;
15.9% at capital construction projects, and 4.6% in geological exploration divisions. The growth of average monthly
wages was 26.4% as compared with the previous year.

In order to expand its activities in the world market, the
Company made the implementation of its foreign projects one
of its major priorities. Very successful were the Company’s
projects in the Republic of Angola, where construction of the
second stage of the Catoca mine was commenced to bring its
annual rough diamond output (by value) to 350 million US
Dollars; construction of a hydropower station started on the
Chicapa River; a joint diamond mining venture of CamatchiaCamagico was established and began its operations.
The need to maintain a powerful social infrastructure,
including housing and municipal service facilities, as well as
cultural, sports and recreational facilities is dictated by the
intent of the Company to ensure a stable and beneficial
social climate at the Company’s operations. The Company’s
62 medical stations, four medical preventive therapy centres
in Yakutia, the Golubaya Volna resort and Prometheus
health and recreational facility at the Black Sea contribute to
good health and ensure adequate recreational opportunities
for the Company’s employees. During the reviewed period,
the Company constructed 182 apartments and allocated an
amount of 517 million Roubles for the Company’s pension
programme. The Company has its own cultural centres,
clubs, sports facilities used by 160 sports clubs where 8595
people are involved in sports activities.
In order to maintain the environmental equilibrium in the
areas of the Company’s operations, resource-saving technologies have been introduced, land reclamation work carried out, environmental education of ALROSA employees
and local communities conducted. The total allocations for
environmental protection facilities amounted in 2003 to 1.4
billion Roubles.
To summarise, it may be stated that the year 2003 was
a difficult, however productive year for the Company. Development of diamond deposits initiated by the previous generations of geologists, construction workers, engineers and
miners has build a solid foundation for the entire Russian diamond mining industry. In accordance with the objective
development processes, the current generation of diamond
miners should make a further step. They should introduce
advanced industrial, environmental and construction technologies, as well as modern economic thinking at every level
of the production activities. Implementation of such plans
requires fulfilment of the following targets in 2004:
— diamond production — 1,856.0 million US Dollars;
— sales of diamonds (total) — 2,184.1 million US Dollars;
— including sales of polished diamonds— 137.1 million
US Dollars;
— capital investments — 12,929.7 million Roubles;
— obtaining of quotas for sales of rough diamonds by
OAO ALROSA-Nyurba in external markets;
— increasing diamond resources, also by discovery of
new deposits and intensification of prospecting and exploration activities;
— bringing the No.16 Ore Treatment Plant to design
capacity;

President of ALROSA

— assembly and commissioning of the No.203 dredge at
the Gornoye alluvial diamond deposit;
— construction of underground mines at the Mir,
Udachny and Aikhal pipes;
— commissioning of the first power generation unit at
the Svetlinskaya hydropower station;
— development of new alluvial deposits of Kholomolookh and Istok using a KSA-150 unit;
— improvement of the availability of mining, processing
and transit transport machinery and equipment;
— application of stricter requirements for the use of
material and electric energy resources, optimisation of
requirements for the use of spare parts and other auxiliary
materials for maintenance and repair operations in transportation departments at the Company’s operations;
— minimisation of managerial expenses, improvement
of labour productivity, reduction in the number of employees,
lower cost of major and current repairs in general for the
whole Company.

Dear Shareholders,
In the current year we will be making preparations to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Russian diamond mining
industry and approving the outlook for ALROSA Co. Ltd. ‘s
social and economic development until 2015. Construction
of three underground mines, commissioning and expansion of the Svetlinskaya hydropower station, and completion of construction of the gas pipeline to Aikhal require
immense efforts by employees, high intellectual potential
and substantial investments. These and other large-scale
objectives of the Company cannot be attained by a mere
increase in the diamond production and diamond sales.
We should make efforts to continuously improve the efficiency of our production operations and enhance their
competitiveness both in Russia and in the world market.
In 2003 and early 2004 some changes in the membership of the Management Board of ALROSA took place:
F.B. Andreev, A.S. Matveev, Yu.I. Popov and V.E. Sofronov
left the Board. I would like to express my deep gratitude to
them for their personal contribution to the development of
the Company and strengthening of the diamond mining
industry, as well as for their high level of professional
expertise.
On behalf of the Board I would like to thank the leaders
of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia), members of the Supervisory Board of the Company, all our business partners whose trust and support
permit us to be successful as a Russian operating company and producer.
I would like to wish to the ALROSA shareholders and
employees that they should have common goals and be successful in their professional activities in 2004!

V.T. Kalitin
City of Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
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REVIEW OF THE COMPANY’S PERFORMANCE
IN ITS CORE ACTIVITIES

Mining Operations
Marketing. Sales of Rough Diamonds.
Manufacture and Sales of Polished Diamonds

Mining Operations
The diamond production plan was fulfilled in 2003
to 103.9% by value, including the output by OAO
ALROSA-Nyuba to 105%. Diamonds were mined at
seven primary ore deposits (the pipes Udachnaya, Zarnitsa, Yubileynaya, Aikhal, Komsomolskaya, Internatzionalnaya and Dachnaya) and three alluvial
deposits (placers at the Irelyakh River, Vodorazdelnye
Galechniki and the Yraas-Yuryakh Creek).
The amount of extracted rock mass increased by
3.4% compared with the 2002 level and reached
47,905,500 m3. The amount of material hauled by the
Company’s mine trucks was 132,131,900 tonnes.
The ore treatment plants successfully attained their
planned targets with respect to the amounts of material processed and the diamond recovery.
The specific features of the mines’ performance in
2003 were as follows:
— the International underground mine reached its
annual design capacity;
— the volume of overburden stripping operations at
the Aikhal GOK increased by 80% as compared with
the 2002 level; and
— the ore and alluvial sand production at the
Nakyn ore field and the amount of material handled by
the No.16 ore treatment plant increased.

The use of advanced technologies complying with the
best world standards permitted
ALROSA to successfully meet its
targets

Udachny Integrated Mining
and Processing Complex
The diamond mining production plan was fulfilled to
102.9%. The mine continued to reduce the scale of
open-pit mine operations. The total amount of material
handled was 6,278,700 m3; i.e. there was a decrease
by 42.2% against 2002. The amount of material hauled
by the transportation department was 26,466,500
tonnes, i.e. its plan was fulfilled to 101.1%.
Mirny Integrated Mining
and Processing Complex
After the International underground mine had
reached its design capacity, the total ore mining production was substantially increased — by 270,000
tonnes as compared with 2002. This resulted in an
increase in the diamond recovery by 120 million US
Dollars. The Mirny Integrated Mining and Processing
Complex successfully surpassed its plan mining production targets by 8.7% in terms of ore production and
by 23 million US Dollars in terms of value of its rough
diamond output.
After a license for the use of subsoil resources had
been obtained, mining began at the open-pit mine of
Dachny. As part of the Mir underground mine construction project efforts were continued to ensure water
removal and water inflow prevention in the Mir open pit.
At the Solur deposit accumulation of representative ore
samples was continued.
Aikhal Integrated Mining
and Processing Complex
The diamond mining production plan was fulfilled to
103.2%. The total amount of rock mass handled was
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Central control room of the No.14 ore treatment plant

Unloading ore at an ore treatment plant

Diamond Mining Production
US Dollar, Millions
Mining
operations

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

Actual

%%
of Plan

%%
of 2002

%%
of 2001

Udachny GOK
Aikhal GOK
Mirny GOK
Anabar GOK

708,0
354,8
577,9
24,6

781,6
310,0
273,7
18,4

716,5
312,5
370,7
20,3

737,1
322,4
393,7
21,9

102,9
103,2
106,2
108,4

94,3
104,0
143,8
119,0

104,1
90,9
68,1
89,1

Total for ALROSA
ALROSA-Nyurba

1665,4

1383,7
82,5

1420,0
150,0

1475,2
173,7

103,9
115,8

106,6
210,5

88,6

1665,4

1466,2

1570,0

1648,9

105,0

112,5

99,0

Total for ALROSA Group

2003

Proportions in diamond mining production
Udachny GOK — 44,7%
ALROSA-Nyurba — 10,5%
Anabar GOK — 1,3%
Mirny GOK — 23,9%
Aikhal GOK — 19,6%

Total amount of material handled at the mines
Aikhal GOK — 63,4%
Udachny GOK — 13,1%
Nyurba GOK — 9,9%
Anabar GOK — 2,1%
Mirny GOK — 11,5%
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30,354,400 m3; i.e. there was an increase by 18.9% as
compared with 2002. The volume of overburden stripping operations in the Yubileynaya open-pit mine continued to be increased according to the plan along with
a slight decrease in ore production. The scale of stripping operations and ore production at the Komsomolskaya open-pit mine was growing. The total amount of
material hauled by the transportation department was
80,114,500 tonnes, i.e. 103.9% of the plan target.
The Aikhal Integrated Mining and Processing Complex had improved the performance of its mines as
compared with 2002 due to introduction of new technology and better utilisation of the mining machinery
and equipment.
Anabar Integrated Mining
and Processing Complex
The total diamond production exceeded the plan
target by 8.4%. The Yraas-Yuryakh alluvial mine
improved its performance and increased the volume of
overburden stripping operations. The Anabar Mining
and Processing Complex fulfilled its plan with respect
to the amount of material handled to 100.1%.
Nyurba Integrated Mining
and Processing Complex
The mine fulfilled its plan to 115.8% and
increased the diamond production by 91 million US
Dollars as compared with 2002. The mining production target was exceeded by 4%.
A new ore treatment plant, i.e. the No.16 plant,
having a capacity of 1.5 million tonnes of ore per year
was commissioned in 2003. The flow chart of the ore
treatment plants provides for the use of a number of
innovative technologies: heavy-media separation for
production of rough concentrates, a roll press for recrushing of recycled products, new generation X-ray
luminescent separators for final treatment of gravity
concentrates, innovative infrared dryers for concentrate drying and belt conveyers for transportation of
material.

Commissioning of the No.16 ore treatment plant — main event of 2003

Marketing.
Sales of Rough Diamonds.
Manufacture and Sales
of Polished Diamonds
The main events in the world rough and polished
diamond market were approval by the European Commission of the De Beers Supplier of Choice strategy and
changes in the DTC sightholder list as one of the phases of its implementation.
The situation in the rough diamond market in 2003
was characterized by a shortage of rough diamond
supply, reduction in the stocks of De Beers and the
share of the latter in the market. The demand for rough
diamonds continued to be high, with prices for rough
diamonds also growing.
The market for polished diamonds continued its
steady development in 2003 and the volume of export-
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In the Mir open pit

import transactions of the main diamond manufacturing
centres remained at a high level.
Decree 1373 by the President of the Russian Federation «On Approval of Regulations on Importation of
Natural Rough and Polished Diamonds into and Their
Exportation from the Russian Federation» came into
force on 30 November 2002. This decree modified the
procedure regulating rough diamond export:
— ALROSA obtained for the first time in its history
a 5-year quota for rough diamond export;
— After a break of 7 years it became possible to
export all types of rough diamonds, including stones of
over 10.8 carats and diamond powders to any customers
at the Company’s discretion, including those sold in the
secondary markets.
In order to introduce well thought-out and timely
modifications in its distribution strategy, ALROSA is
currently developing a new distribution strategy to
adjust it to more liberal Russian legislation.
ALROSA sells rough both in external and domestic
markets. In external markets rough diamonds are sold
to De Beers, to CIS countries and on a free market. In
the domestic market rough diamonds are sold to diamond manufacturers, including Brillianty-ALROSA, the
Company’s polishing division.
In 2003 the ALROSA Group sold 1,820.7 million US
Dollars worth of diamonds as compared with the plan
target of 1,794.5 m, including 1,697.3 million US Dollars from rough sales and 123.4 million US Dollars from
polished sales.

The sales of rough diamonds in the external markets in 2003 reached 819.5 million US Dollars, i.e.
48.3% of the total sales. The 5% cut-offs sold through
GUPVO Almazjuvelirexport amounted to 45 million US
Dollars. Furthermore, in order to obtain more comprehensive information about the world rough diamond
market, additional 5% cut-offs were sold through the
Company’s own distribution network for a total amount
of 105.7 million US Dollars.
The demand for rough diamonds in the domestic
market had grown as compared with the 2002 level and
reached 877.8 million US Dollars or 51.7% of the total
sales. The number of companies buying rough from
ALROSA increased and reached 117 with most new
customers purchasing small lots. To keep pace with
growing demand, ALROSA adjusted the domestic
prices several times which resulted in an average
increase of 12.3% so that the average price reached a
level of 148.9 US Dollars per 1 carat, while the average
price of sales of rough to diamond manufacturing companies reached 134.5 US Dollars.
In September 2003 for the first time in its history the
Company held an international auction for rough diamonds of special sizes. It was a closed auction; i.e. only
invitees selected by a special committee were admitted
to bid. 32 companies with good business reputation
took part. Twenty successful bidders, among them 9
foreign companies, purchased the lots. The average
selling price was 1,387 US Dollars per 1 carat for residents and 694.3 US Dollars for non-residents

Fulfilment of the rough diamond sales plan
Description

Actual

Total rough diamond sales
of which on external markets
on domestic market

1 451,4
735,6
715,8

Total rough diamond sales
of which on external markets
on domestic market

73,8
21,1
52,7

2002

Plan

ALROSA Co. Ltd.
1 540,0
831,4
708,6
ALROSA-Nyurba
125,0

125,0
Total for ALROSA Group
1 525,2
1 665,0
831,4
756,7
768,5
833,6

Total rough diamond sales
of which on external markets
on domestic market

US Dollar Millions

2003
Actual

%%
of the plan

%%
of sales

1 570,3
819,5
750,8

102,0
98,6
106,0

100,0
52,2
47,8

127,0

101,6

100,0

127,0

101,6

100,0

1 697,3
819,5
877,8

101,9
98,6
105,3

100,0
48,3
51,7

Manufacture and sales of polished diamonds

Actual

%%
of plan

%%
of 2002 level

%%
of 2001 level

122,4

122,4

100,0

117,6

94,8

129,5

123,4

95,3

116,7

94,3

Description

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

Polished diamond manufacture

130,1

104,1

Polished diamond sales

130,8

105,7
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US Dollar, Millions

2003

Geological Exploration

Capital Construction

Geological Prospecting
and Exploration
In 2003 geological prospecting and exploration
was carried out by the Company's geological divisions
and by ALROSA subsidiaries (Amakinskaya and
Botuobinskaya geological expeditions, Yakutian division of the Central Geological Prospecting Institute,
ALROSA-Pomorye and ALROSA-Nyurba subsidiaries)
in accordance with the respective approved plans and
schedules.
The bulk of exploration work was for diamonds. In
addition, research and surveys were carried out on the
following subjects: «Regional geological and geophysical surveys», «Hydrogeological and geo-environmnental surveys», «Monitoring and protection of geological environment» and «Prospecting and exploration of
deposits of common valuable minerals». Prospecting
and exploration were carried out within the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) and the Arkhangelsk Oblast.
In the Sredne-Markhinsky diamondiferous district,
the Company's geologists had completed field surveys
aimed at exploration of the flanks and deeper levels of
the primary diamond deposits — the Botuobinskaya
kimberlite pipe. The diamond reserves in the southwestern flank of the kimberlite body were found to
exceed by 40% the proven reserves approved by the
State Committee for Mineral Reserves (RF Ministry of
Natural Resources).
Within the zone of the Diagonal Fault, a number of
dyke and vein bodies of diamondiferous kimberlites
have been exposed. The specific parameters of these
diamond occurrences will be determined in 2004.
Based on the prospecting results in the area of the
Nyurba and Botuobinskaya pipes, a highly productive
alluvial diamond deposit has been outlined outside of
the previously explored areas within the confines of the
open pit being designed currently.
In the Muno-Tyungsky diamondiferous district,
exploration work had been continued in kimberlite
pipes of the Verkhne-Munskoye kimberlite field.
Within the Vilyuisk-Markhinskaya orogenic zone,
drilling programmes and traverse surveys were conducted with heavy concentrate and small-volume sampling. The findings of the prospecting surveys carried
out in the basins of the Chemidikyan, Serki and Sredny Salakut rivers have confirmed the highly favourable
conditions in these areas for discovery of new kimberlite fields.
In the Prilensky diamondiferous district, prospecting
was continued in the basins of the Molodo, Muogdan
and Kyutyungde rivers. It is also planned to carry out
prospecting work to the south of this area, in the
Syungyunde river basin with the purpose of discovery of
kimberlite bodies of Middle Paleozoic and Jurassic ages.
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Intensification of prospecting
and exploration work in Yakutia
is a top-priority objective of the
Company's geologists.

Scientific research in the laboratory of the Botuobinskaya
Geologic Prospecting Expedition

In the Anabar diamondiferous district, the
prospects are being assessed for discovery of deposits
of uranium, gold, platinum, rare metals and diamonds.
As a result of this work a number of anomalies have
been identified which indicate good prospects for discovery of uranium occurrences.
Exploration for industrial minerals required for the
needs of the towns of Aikhal and Udachny were carried
out in the vicinity of those towns.
In North Western Russia, the Company's subsidiary ALROSA-Pomorye carried out prospecting and
exploration for diamonds in the Zimneberezhny and
Terskoberezhny diamondiferous districts within 13
promising areas. On an assignment by the OAO Severalmaz prospecting and exploration for industrial minerals and underground water were conducted.
The plan of geological and exploration work was
fulfilled with respect to all major types of work; the
associated expenses amounted to 1,146.8 million
Roubles.

Gravimetric surveys

Sources of financing of geological exploration work

ALROSA Co. Ltd. — 90,1%
ALROSA-Nyurba — 9,7%
Budget of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) — 0,2%
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Capital
Construction
In 2003 the investments into construction of fixed
assets amounted to 15,034 million Roubles, i.e.
103.4% of the plan target.
An amount of 3,032 million Roubles was allocated
for technical modernisation. The total expenditures for
construction of the Company's capital assets reached
a level of 15,469.8 million Roubles. The capital investments for construction of diamond mining facilities
amounted to 9,751.9 million Roubles with the following
breakdown by individual projects:
— International underground mine — RUR 633.7
million
— Mir underground mine — RUR 1,535.2 million
— Aikhal underground mine — RUR 509.5 million
— Udachny underground mine — RUR 56.1 million
— Nakyn ore field — RUR 6,628.5 million
— Gornoye mine — RUR 136.5 million
— Komsomolskaya mine — RUR 252.4 million
The plan of construction of the facilities of the
ALROSA-Gas Co. was fulfilled to 96.6% of the projection, with the actual investments amounting to 70.3 million Roubles. The major work for construction of the
252 km long main gas pipeline (Mirny-ChernyshevskMarkoka) was completed.
The IrelyakhNeft oil company completed the first
phase of construction of brine production facilities; the
wells to be put into operation were connected to oil
pipelines, gas pipelines and power transmission lines.
The actual cost of construction in 2003 amounted to
232.7 million Roubles.
The construction of the facilities of the Vilyui GES-III
hydroelectric power project was carried out through

Construction of the No. 203 dredge

Construction of the Svetlinskaya hydropower station

Structure of capital investments

Construction of mining facilities — 76,4%

Other industrial and non-industrial facilities — 20,2%
Construction of facilities
for external customers — 3,5%
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long-term financing by ALROSA amounting in 2003 to
788.3 million Roubles.
The construction of social and cultural facilities
planned to be built for the festivities to mark the 50th
anniversary of the city of Mirny and the Russian diamond mining industry was carried out at accelerated
rates. In 2003 the total funds allocated for this purpose
amounted to 345.7 million Roubles and were used to
finance the construction of underground facilities of the
sports centre in Mirny; improvement of the embankment at the Irelyakh River («the Vilyui Ring»); road
improvement in Soldatova Street, bringing into commission some new facilities at the Orlyonok children's
recreational camp. Contractors were selected on a
competitive basis for the construction of the cultural
centre in Aikhal, the gym in Almazny and renovation
works at the Yunost Cinema in Lensk.

The volume of development design and survey
work carried out in 2003 amounted to 423 million Roubles, including 388.0 million Roubles for design estimates by the YakutNIPROALMAZ Institute.
The plan of supplies and installation of equipment
for new construction projects was fulfilled to 83.1%.
The total expenditures for this purpose amounted to
3,200.3 million Roubles. The value of the available
uninstalled equipment by the end of the year 2003 was
550.4 million Roubles.
The new fixed assets commissioned in 2003 at the
ALROSA mines, including equipment purchases in
addition to those included in the project cost estimates,
amounted to 18,108 million Roubles.
The volume of construction in progress decreased
and amounted to 11,378.1 million Roubles, as of 01
January 2004.

Fulfilment of capital construction plan for 2003
RUR Millions, including VAT
Description

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

Actual

%%
of plan

CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

13 174,9

15 564,9

14 543,7

15 034,0

103,4

Equipment beyond of project cost estimates,
including technical modernisation

3 912,7

2 937,3

2 691,3

2 815,3

104,6

technical modernisation

3 912,7

3 013,0

2 574,5

2 702,6

105,0

0,0

0,0

116,8

112,7

96,5

Equipment in addition to construction cost estimates
Construction

2003

9 262,2

12 627,6

11 852,4

12 218,7

103,1

Changes in remaining equipment (stores, warehouses,
in the process of transportation, paid for in advance)
as of the end of the year

0,0

788,2

-675,9

-879,5

130,1

Equipment outside of project cost estimates
(including technical modernisation)

0,0

-75,7

-37,2

-329,1

Construction
(purchase of project equipment)

0,0

863,9

-638,7

-550,4

13 174,9

14 776,7

15 219,6

15 913,5

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

104,6

Systematic improvement of labour productivity is one of our
main objectives for many years ahead. To attain this objective
it is essential to introduce new technologies and advanced
equipment, as well as to create basically new working conditions and ensure higher value of manpower.
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Supplies and Logistics

Technical Development Management

Diversification of Operations
Subsidiaries and Affiliated Companies

Supplies and Logistics
Financing provided by ALROSA for logistics purposes amounted in 2003 to 11,373.2 million Roubles
and the expenses for import and storage of supplies
were 970 million Roubles. The payments for goods
purchased on a decentralised basis were 1,580.8 million Roubles. The value of material and technical
resources received from suppliers amounted to 10,376
million Roubles, including those supplied directly to the
Company's Logistics Department for an amount of
8,702 million Roubles and decentralised supplies for
1,674 million Roubles.
The total amount of delivered material and technical resources in terms of tonnage was 518,100 tonnes,
which is 119,600 tonnes lower than in the previous
year. This figure includes 254,000 tonnes of fuel and oil
products. The total amount of cargoes handled in 2003
was 905,000 tonnes, which is 73,000 tonnes lower
than in 2002.
Agreements and contracts concluded in 2003
amounted to a value of 8,747 million Roubles, including 98 import contracts for a value of 2,659 million Roubles.
The expenses for storage facilities maintenance
and internal transport were 2,069 million Roubles.

Prompt delivery of cargoes
and efficient supply of materials
and technical resources is a
basis for stable operation of diamond mines

Technical Development
Management
The technical modernisation of the ALROSA operations was continued in 2003 and the expenditures for
this purpose amounted to 3,032 million Roubles.
Scheduled replacement of obsolete equipment was
carried out, target-oriented measures taken to introduce advanced ore treatment equipment, and modernisation of the geological exploration and construction divisions of the Company continued.
The bulk of funds allocated for technical modernisation were used for the following purposes (in millions
of Roubles): Modernisation of mining operations —
1,742.5; Transportation equipment — 543.9; Construction divisions — 194.5; Geological exploration divisions
— 188.1; Auxiliary, maintenance and repair facilities —
151.2.
The following machinery was purchased:
44 BelAZ, 5 Unit Rig and 5 CAT-777 mine trucks;
2 load-and-haul units; one continuous miner; two
D-355 bulldozers, one CAT-988 wheel loader; two selfpropelled Boomer drill rigs, 8 rotary drills, KATO crane
trucks, 21 Volvo tractors and one Mi-8 helicopter.
The total volume of scientific research and development services amounted to 236.7 million Roubles,
including 220.5 million Roubles (93.2%) provided by
the YakutNiproAlmaz Institute and 16.2 million Roubles
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Unloading of a major module

rendered on contractual basis by the Company's divisions and management staff. Research conducted
according to the thematic plan of the YakutNiproAlmaz
Institute covered 43 subjects.
The expenditures for R&D for the solution of specific current operational problems of the Company's
divisions amounted in 2003 to 16,198,000 Roubles.
The Company's divisions implemented 55 technical developments, which were supposed to ensure an
economic effect of 1,870.8 million Roubles.
The allocations for design development and survey
work amounted to 530.4 million Roubles, covering an
extensive scope of work for underground mines and
the ALROSA-Nyurba diamond mining subsidiary. Special attention was paid to design development of environmental and essential social facilities.

Overburden stripping
at the Arkhangelsk deposit

Efficiency resulting from R&D and innovative technologies
Indicators

Economic effect, millions of RUR
Expenses, millions of RUR

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

2003
Expected

1 615,5

1 985,8

1 870,8

1 870,8

148,7

%%
%%
%%
of plan of 2002 level of 2001 level
100

94,2

115,8

229,1

277,0

238,5

86,1

104,1

160,4

Efficiency per 1 Rouble of expenses (RUR/RUR) 10,9

8,7

6,7

7,8

116,4

89,6

71,6

Number of developments introduced

60

29

55

100

91,7

117
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Diversification
of Operations.
Subsidiaries
and Affiliated Companies
During 2003 the value of production in ALROSA's
subsidiaries and affiliated companies amounted to
18,644.5 million Roubles. The net profit obtained by the
Company in terms of dividends for 2002 was 469.6 million Roubles.

The following activities were among the top priorities for ALROSA's subsidiaries and affiliated companies:
— diamond mining production and construction of
diamond mining facilities, including those in territories
outside the area of the Company's main activities;
— construction of power generating and other facilities;
— construction of a gas pipeline, production and
transportation of natural gas.

Economic performance of subsidiaries and affiliated companies of the ALROSA Group
Basic Data
Description

2001

2002
Plan

2003
Actual

%%
of plan

%%
of 2002 level

%%
of 2001 level

Value of production, millions of RUR

14 457,9

18 045,5

20 515,6 18 644,5

90,9

103,3

128,9

Net profit, millions of RUR

1 392,3

2 328,5

3 695,1

99,5

157,9

264,1

3 677,3

Diamond production, million of USD

178,6

281,2

343,1

376,9

109,9

134

211

Dividends, millions of RUR

251,6

383,3

455,8

469,6

102,7

122,2

186,2
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External Relations

Personnel Management

Social Development

Regional Policy

Environmental Safety

External Relations
In its external relations ALROSA focused its efforts
on further consolidation of its positions in the world diamond market. Contacts have been established and
expanded with international and public organisations of
the world diamond community. The Company also continued to work to promote its positive image in the mass
media.
Special attention was paid to further expansion of
the Company's mineral resources through international
projects. The most productive in this respect were the
projects in the Republic of Angola:
— commencement of construction of the second
stage of the Catoca mine, which will ensure after it is
commissioned an overall annual mining output of 350
million US Dollars worth of diamonds;
— commencement of the construction of a
hydropower station on the Chicapa River;
— establishment of another diamond mining joint
venture in Angola with the participation of ALROSA, i.e.
the Camatchia-Camagico Mining Society.
A strategic area for activities in the near future will
be establishment of the Company's own distribution
and sales network in the main diamond centres, primarily in Belgium, Israel and the UK, on the basis of the
ALROSA representative offices.
The Company participated in 2003 in five major
international exhibitions in London, Luanda, Moscow
and St. Petersburg and was involved in organisation
and sponsorship of annual contests for best jewellery
and best diamond jewellery design by young designers.

The success is predetermined
by clearly defined objectives,
active efforts and new thinking of
people.

ALROSA's top managers visiting
the Diamond Sorting Centre (Mirny)

Personnel Management
During the period of transfer to underground diamond mining, commissioning of new mining facilities
equipped with advanced state-of-the-art high-tech
machinery and equipment, implementation of the target-oriented policy of technical modernisation of the
Company's operations it is essential to ensure adequate
and efficient personnel management and training.
Basic training and upgrading of skills and qualifications of the managerial staff and labour force is carried out at the Company's Personnel Training Centre,
in external training centres in other regions of Russia
and in training centres at individual mines and in the
AlmazDorTrans division. Young workers and techni-
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Meeting of the founders of the HIDROCHICAPA mining company

cians are trained in occupational technical schools
(No.28 and No.30) and in the Mirny regional technical
college.
During the reviewed year 2,991 managers, supervisors and technical staff were trained in various programs, including 2,179 employees at the Company's
Personnel Training Centre. The costs of personnel
training amounted to approximately 22 million Roubles.
Occupational training of workers for individual divisions was carried out on the basis of their own training
programs. The existing training programs cover over
120 professions. The total number of workers trained in
2003 was 6,733.
Special priority was given to recruiting and training
of workers from the districts (uluses) of the Diamond
Province. About 130 workers from different districts of
Sakha (Yakutia) were employed on a fly-in/fly-out
basis; 280 local residents were recruited for permanent
employment.
The average age of the Company's employees is
39.5 years.
The total number of employees decreased during
2003 by 2,477 persons. The Company had total 38,025
employees, as of January 1, 2004. The average wage
was 21,863 Roubles, i.e. increased by 26.4% as compared with the previous year.
All mining divisions of the Company successfully
fulfilled their labour productivity plans in relation to diamond production. In general, the actual labour productivity exceeded the planned target by 3.5% and
increased by 10.7% as compared with 2002.
The labour productivity at the ore treatment plants
exceeded the planned targets by 2.1% and at the alluvial processing operations by 3%.

Social Development
The social policy of ALROSA is aimed at implementing its social programmes in the interests of the
Company's employees and covers issues relating to
the housing, municipal services, cultural, sports and
recreational activities, provision of adequate working
conditions, recreation facilities for the Company's
employees and their families. Where necessary,
medical services and treatment is provided in leading clinics and medical centres of the Russian Federation.
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A top priority issue of the Company's social policy
is protection of health of its employees and their families. During 2003 the total funds allocated for the
Healthcare Programme amounted to 91.6 billion Roubles; the total number of employees, pensioners and
children who underwent medical examination and treatment in clinics and medical centres of the Russian Federation is 2,174.
Medical services were provided to the Company's
employees at 62 medical stations located on the territory of the Company's operations and in four preventive therapy centres located in Yakutia. Also the Company has its own recreational facilities at the Black Sea
coast (Golubaya Volna and Prometheus resorts), as
well as in the Northern Caucasus, Altai and Siberia.
The total expenditures of the Company for services
associated with recreation of employees and medical
treatment in preventive therapy centers amounted to
254.6 m RUR and covered 17,299 people, including
recreation of children.
Annually the Company allocates funds for 150 children to be accommodated in the Orlyonok children's
camp, as well as for orphanages in Vilyuisk, VerkhneVilyuisk, Toibokhoy, and Kharyskhal, as well as for
orphans in the city of Mirny.
In 2003 the Company financed construction of 182
apartments, of which 42 in the city of Orel (Central Russia) for resettlement of the Company's retirees. In addition, the Company purchased 152 apartments for highskilled specialists and young employees.
For many years ALROSA has allocated funds for its
programme of additional corporate pensions. In 2003
the 517 million Roubles were spent for this purpose.
The Company finances its own recreational and
cultural centers, clubs and sports facilities providing
services to 160 groups. Sports facilities are available
for more than 15 types of sports; coaches are
employed for 104 sports and fitness groups, providing
services to 1,820 people. In 2003 the Almaz junior
league soccer team, the junior league female volleyball team and junior cross-country motorcycle race
team won the respective championships of Sakha
(Yakutia). The Company's Almaz adult soccer team
participates in national and international tournaments.
The Company's Diamonds of Yakutia children's ballet
company — laureate of an international festival in
Las-Vegas (USA) gives its performances both in Russia and abroad.

Regional Policy
The Company participates in a most active manner
in various regional social programmes and its regional
policy is aimed at three major strategic objectives:
— Financial support of educational, healthcare,
cultural and sports programs. In 2003 the Company
allocated over 5 million Roubles for this purpose;
— Development of infrastructure in eight administrative districts in Sakha, which are shareholders of the
Company, establishment of joint ventures, promotion of
medium-sized businesses involved in diamond manufacture. The funds allocated for this purpose in 2003
amounted to 55.6 million Roubles;
— Efficient use of subsoil resources, environmental protection, conservation of natural habitats, of traditional lifestyle and culture of ethnic minorities of the
North. The allocations for this purpose amounted to 3.2
million Roubles.
Special attention is paid to implementation of educational programmes, introduction of advanced educational techniques, refresher teacher training programs,
provision of grants and support for university and college students. The Company participated in the establishment of a high school in Verkhnevilyuisk and a polytechnic lyceum in Suntar and provided sponsor aid for
the Polytechnic School of the Yakutian State University in Mirny. ALROSA has established scholarships for
high school graduates from rural communities to
encourage them to get a college degree.
Significant assistance is rendered to regional
research institutions to promote the development of the
research and technical potential of the Republic of
Sakha. In 2003 the funds allocated for this purpose
amounted to 3.8 million Roubles.
The Company continued its program aimed at
crime prevention and law enforcement in the administrative districts of the Diamond Province. A special fund
has been established to provide financial support to the
local branches of law enforcement agencies.

ALROSA provides financial and
material support for the respective administrative districts of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). During the recent four years an
amount of approximately 1 billion Roubles has been spent for
this purpose.

Magnificent and crystal-clear waters of the Vilyui River

Environmental Safety
In environmental issues ALROSA is guided by the
federal legislation of the Russian Federation, regulatory and methodological documents of the RF Ministry of
Natural Resources and the Nature Protection Ministry
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), as well as other
applicable legislative and regulatory documents of federal and regional levels.
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Installation of geomembrane at the Nakyn ore field

Within the framework of the governmental environmental policy, protection of the natural environment
and creation of a system of special protected nature
territories, a concept has been developed, approved
and implemented for conservation and restoration of
wildlife resources within the zone affected by ALROSA
operations.
In order to ensure environmental safety the implementation of the programme «Provision of the population of Yakutia with good-quality drinking water» was
continued in 2003.
The Company has carried out on a permanent
basis development and introduction of resource-saving
technologies at all types of its facilities, i.e. mining
operations, transportation systems, housing facilities,
etc. As a result of introduction of new technologies and
equipment a significant decrease in the area of disturbed land has been achieved and the amounts of
toxic air emissions and sewage discharge substantially
reduced. The use of breakage-prevention blasting
technology, advanced methods for ore grinding and
gravity techniques for ore concentration permitted the
operators to eliminate the use of harmful and toxic
chemicals. The overall capital investments into construction of environmental protection facilities in 2003
amounted to 1.4 billion Roubles. Efforts are being
made to ensure re-injection of water at the International underground mine, installation of a sanitary wastewater treatment plant at the Mir underground mine, a
sewerage and pump station at the oil refinery, and
modernization of the tailings pond at the No.8 ore treatment plant. The start-up scheme for the water supply
system at the Nyurba GOK has been completed.
The Company's divisions carried out reclamation of
231.93 hectares of disturbed land; the total expenditures
for this purpose amounted to 4.5 million Roubles. The volume of wastewater discharged into surface water bodies
decreased in 2003 by 1.38 million m3 as compared with
the previous year. The volume of injection of mineralised
water removed from open-pit mines into underground
aquifers had been reduced by 0.44 million m3.

Company’s human resources are of great value

The Company has succeeded in maintaining environmental equilibrium within the area affected by its industrial activities due to the use of resource-saving technologies, land
reclamation and environmental education of its personnel.
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ACCOUNTING,
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
AND FINANCIAL RESULTS

Accounting Policy

Auditor's Statement

Consolidated Financial Statement

Basic Financial Results

Accounting Policy
Accounting documents have been prepared in conformity with the Federal Law on Accounting and provisions of the regulatory documents approved by the
Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation.
Accounting for 2003 has been accomplished in the
forms of balance sheet, profit and loss statement and
relevant appendices thereto as required by the
Accounting Regulation «Accounting in an Organisation» (PBU 4/99) approved by the RF Ministry of
Finance (No.43n of 06.07.1999). The numerical values
for the previous year are given for comparison with the
respective figures for the reported year and have been
converted accordingly to compatible values. The
explanatory note attached to the annual accounting
report provides additional information referring to the
economic performance of the Company.
In 2003 the Company followed the applicable
accounting provisions enacted by the Ministry of
Finance of the Russian Federation taking into consideration the approved amendments.
Beginning from 2003, the new accounting standards have been applied: Accounting Regulation
«Accounting of expenses for scientific research, experimental design and technological developments» (PBU
17/02); Accounting Regulation «Computation of the
Tax of Profit» (PBU 18/02); Accounting Regulation
«Accounting of Financial Investments» (PBU 19/02).
Fixed Assets
The initial value of the fixed assets purchased by
the Company is determined on the basis of the actual
cost of purchase, installation and manufacture, less the
VAT to be refunded from the state budget, as well as
other refundable taxes.
Depreciation of fixed assets is calculated by the linear method. The depreciation charge rates for fixed
assets are specified in a regulatory document
approved by the RF Government Resolution No.1 of
01.01.2002 based on the useful lifetime. Depreciation
rates for facilities relating to overburden stripping and
mining of valuable minerals are calculated on the basis
of per-tonne rates. Expenses for maintenance and
repair of fixed assets are reported for the period when
they were incurred. No re-evaluation of the fixed assets
has been carried out for the reported year.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets are reported on the balance
sheet on the basis of the actual expenses for their purchase, manufacture or treatment to bring them into
condition suitable for the planned use minus the depreciation deductions. The depreciation of the intangible
assets is calculated by the linear method during the
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Working meeting of economic staff

Discussion of the Company's accounting policy

period of their use. For the intangible assets, for which
it is impossible to determine the period of their useful
application, the depreciation rates are set for a period
of 20 years (but not longer than the life time of an
organisation).
Inventories
Industrial inventories used for diamond production,
construction and other types of activities are reported in
the accounting books based on the actual cost of their
purchase. The value of inventories includes all expenses associated with their actual (purchase) price, including the cost of delivery to the Company's warehouses.
When any inventories are transferred to the Company's
divisions within the Company, then the inventories are
evaluated on the basis of their price on the date of purchase.
Sales Revenues
Revenues from sales of products (work performed
or services rendered) are reported in the Company's
accounting documents with due consideration of the
following:
1) An organisation is entitled to obtain revenues on
the basis of a specific contract, or if these are confirmed
in any other appropriate way.
2) There is confidence in the economic benefits for
a given organization.
3) The ownership for a product is transferred to a
buyer, or the work (service) performed is accepted by a
customer.
4) The amount of earnings and the expenses
incurred (or to be incurred) can be determined in a definite way.
Revenues from construction and installation work
are reported as soon as the respective elements or
phases of construction have been completed.
In a Profit and Loss Statement the sales revenue
includes sales revenues from sales of products (commodities, work or services) resulting from production,
non-production or any other types of commercial or
ancillary activities.
Cost Relating to Regular Activities
Expenses relating to production of core products,
work or services are reported in conformity with the
rules set forth in the Accounting Regulation «Accounting in an Organisation» (PBU 4/99) and relevant industrial guidelines.
In 2003 the Company applied a method for determination of the actual production cost of diamonds produced and sold by the Company in proportion to its list
price, as required by the «Regulation on Cost Accounting and Production Cost Determination in the Diamond
Mining Industry» approved by the ALROSA President
on 10.12.2002. For this purpose the produced rough
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diamonds were preliminarily divided into nine size and
weight groups and diamonds in each group were valuated on the basis of the relevant list prices. The actual
production cost was distributed in proportion to list
prices.
Financial Outlays
Financial outlays are reported on the basis of actual expenses. Securities are reported as the difference
between the sum of actual purchase expenses and
their nominal value uniformly during the period of their
circulation as soon as income arises and in connection
with financial results.
In 2003 for the purpose of their subsequent evaluation all financial outlays were divided into two groups:
financial outlays for which the current market value can
be determined and financial outlays for which no current market value is determined.
Facilities acquired through financial investments
(except for loans) that have not been fully paid for are
reported in the assets of the balance sheet as a full
amount of actual expenses for their acquisition under a
relevant agreement, when the investor is entitled to
ownership for a given facility or in the liabilities as an
amount payable equal to the amount due to be paid.
Reserves
Anticipated expenses relating to future vacations of
employees, major repairs and renovation of the fixed
assets are not included in the reserves.
The accounting policy of the Company implies creation of a reserve for operating expenses associated
with seasonal work, as well as a reserve for the farming facilities in case of a year with low harvest yields.
There is a reserve created for doubtful customer
debts.
Transactions in Foreign Currency
Any transactions in foreign currency are reported in
Russian Roubles (RUR) on the basis of the exchange
rates of the RF Central Bank as of the date of transaction and the date of accounting. Monetary items (cash,
short-term securities, accounting instruments and target-oriented financing funds) expressed in terms of foreign currency are reported on the basis of the
exchange rates of the RF Central Bank as of the end of
the reported year. Non-monetary items are reported on
the basis of their initial value in terms of foreign currency taking into account the exchange rate as of the date
of a respective transaction.
Any differences in case of payments arising from
exchange rate differences or reported as currency rate
difference against the date of original entry during the
given period, are reported as income or loss under
«other income or expenses» for the period when they
actually occurred.

Member of International RKF Association

AUDITOR'S STATEMENT
on financial (accounting) records of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Auditor
Description:
Limited Liability Company Finansoviye i Bukhgalterskiye Konsultanty (OOO FBK)
Legal Address:
44/1, Ul. Myasnitskaya, Building 2AB, Moscow 101990
State Registration No.:
Registered by the Moscow Registration Chamber on November 15th, 1993, Registration Certificate: Series YuZ 3 No. 484.583 RP
of which an entry made in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on July 24th, 2002, No.1027700058286.
License:
Auditor's License No. E 000001 of 10.04.2002 by the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation for a period of five years.
Membership in accredited professional auditor associations:
Non-profit partnership National Federation of Consultants and Auditors
Non-profit partnership Institute of Professional Accountants of Russia
Non-profit partnership Institute of Professional Auditors

Auditee
Description:
ALROSA Co. Ltd.
Legal Address:
6, Ul. Lenina, Mirny, 678170, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
State Registration No.:
Registered by the Mirny District (Ulus) Administration, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), on 13.08.1992. Certificate of Registration
No.1 (Resolution No.554 of 13.08.1992) of which an entry made in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on July 18th, 2002
under No.2021400967102.
Licenses:
Information on the licenses is in the Annex to this Statement.
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AUDITOR'S STATEMENT BY FBK
for Shareholders of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
on accounting records of ALROSA Co. Ltd. for 2003
We have carried out an audit of the attached financial (accounting) records of ALROSA Co. Ltd. for the period from January 01
to December 31, 2003 inclusive.
The financial (accounting) records of ALROSA Co. Ltd. Comprise:
Balance sheet;
Profit and Loss Statement;
Annexes to the Accounting Balance Sheet and the Profit and Loss Statement;
Explanatory Note.
The above financial (accounting) records have been prepared in conformity with Federal Law No.129 of November 21, 1996 «On
Accounting», Accounting Regulation «Accounting in an Organisation» (PBU 4/99) approved by the Ministry of Finance of Russia on
July 6, 1999 under No.43n and other accounting provisions, as well as the accounting policy of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
The responsibility for the preparation of the accounting records is with the executive body of ALROSA Co. Ltd. Our duty was to
express our opinion with respect to the accuracy of all material aspects of the above records and the compliance of the accounting
procedures applied with the applicable legislation of the Russian Federation on the basis of the audit conducted.
We have performed the audit in conformity with:
1. Federal Law «On Auditing», No.119-FZ of 07.08.2001 in its currently applicable revision;
2. Federal Regulations (Standards) relating to auditing procedures approved by the Government of the Russian Federation,
No.696 of 23.09.2003, in their currently applicable version;
3. Rules (standards) for auditing approved by the Commission for Auditing Activities at the RF Presidential Administration with
respect to provisions, which do not contravene the respective Federal Regulations (Standards) (in their currently applicable revision);
4. International standards relating to auditing with respect to provisions, which do not contravene the respective Federal Regulations (Standards);
5. Audit Guidelines of PKF in respect to provisions, which do not contravene the respective Federal Regulations (Standards);
6. Internal audit standards, procedures and instructions.
The audit was planned and carried out in a manner to provide sufficient confidence as to the absence of any material inaccuracies and misstatements in the accounts. The audit included verification on a random basis of the numerical data and notes contained
in the accounting records and included investigation by testing the proves confirming the values and the degree of disclosure in the
accounting records of the relevant information relating to the financial and commercial activities of the Auditee, as well as assessment of the applied accounting principles and methods, rules for preparation of accounting data, determination of main estimated values obtained by the Auditee's management, as well as an overall assessment of the accounting concepts. We believe that the audit performed provides sufficient grounds to express an opinion as to the accuracy of the given accounting records and the compliance of the
applied accounting procedures with the relevant legislation of the Russian Federation.
In our opinion, the accounting records of ALROSA Co. Ltd. reflect in an accurate manner in all material aspects the financial situation of the Company as of December 31st, 2003, as well as the data relating to its financial and economic performance during the
period from January 01st through December 31st, 2003 inclusive in compliance with the applicable legislation of the RF and the
adopted accounting policy.
March 30, 2004

President of FBK

S.M. Shapiguzov (pursuant to the Charter)

Audit Manager

A.P. Surayev
(Qualification Certificate for General Audit
No.008111 valid until 27.07.2004)
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF ALROSA CO. LTD.
Accounting Balance Sheet (Form No.1)
Millions of Roubles
.
ASSETS

Code

At beginning

At year

of line

of year

end

I. FIXED ASSETS
Intangible assets
R&D costs
Fixed assets
Construction in progress
Long-term financial investments
Deferred tax assets
Other fixed assets
Subtotal for Section I:

110
113
120
130
140
145
150
190

4
162
32 961
15 806
12 800
95
15
61 843

3
249
43 955
12 350
16 753
332
9
73 651

II. CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
VAT on acquisitions
Long-term accounts receivable
Short-term accounts receivable
Short-term financial investments
Cash
Other current assets

210
220
230
240
250
260
270

13 264
3 450
98
6 426
5 474
2 173

16 867
2 368
151
4 388
3 590
1 338

Subtotal for Section II:

290

30 885

28 702

BALANCE

300

92 728

102 353

Code
of line

At beginning
of year

At year
end

III. EQUITY AND RESERVES
Authorised capital
Added capital
Reserve capital
Retained income (uncovered loss)
Subtotal for Section III

410
420
430
470,471

2 701
10 392
540
25 640
39 273

2 701
10 392
540
35 303
48 936

IV. LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Long-term borrowed funds
Deferred taxes
Other long-term liabilities
Subtotal for Section IV

510
515
520

15 800
747
10 366
26 913

24 577
1 450
10 130
36 157

610
620,630
640
650
660

17 111
9 372
59

11 404
5 820
36

26 542

17 260

700

92 728

102 353

LIABILITIES

V. SHORT-TERM LIABILITIES
Short-term borrowed funds
Accounts payable
Prepaid expenses
Reserves for outstanding Payments and expenses
Other short-term liabilities
Subtotal for Section V
BALANCE
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Profit and Loss Statement (Form No.2)
RUR Millions
Description

2003

2002

56 752

53 869

Production cost of products and services

(20 119)

(20 373)

Gross revenue

36 633

33 496

Commercial expenses

(2 002)

(1 879)

Managerial expenses

(17 054)

(15 329)

17 577

16 288

251

86

(4 131)

(3 060)

470

383

Other operational earnings

35 631

42 237

Other operational expenses

(37 805)

(43 481)

Earnings not related to sales

5 458

2 160

Expenses not related to sales

(4 273)

(5 019)

(20)

(79)

13 158

9 515

1.REVENUES AND COSTS RELATING TO REGULAR ACTIVITIES
Net revenue from sales of products and services (less VAT,
excise duties and similar compulsory charges)

Sales revenues (losses)
2. OPERATIONAL INCOME AND EXPENSES
Interest receivable
Interest payable
Income from participation in other organisations

3. REVENUES AND EXPENSES NOT RELATED TO SALES

4. EXTRAORDINARY EARNINGS AND EXPENSES
Extraordinary expenses
Pre-tax profit (loss)
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities

237
(704)
(2 894)

(2 347)

Other expenses at the cost of profit after taxation

(134)

(694)

Net profit (retained income (uncovered loss) for reported period)

9 663

6 474

Current tax on profit
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BASIC PERFORMANCE DATA OF ALROSA CO. LTD.
Description

Unit of
measurement

2001

2002

2003

%%
of 2002

Diamond mining production

USD Millions

1 665,4

1 383,7

1 475,2

106,6

Rock mass extracted,

Thousand m3

45 211

46 336

47 906

103,4

Sales of polished diamonds

USD Millions

130,8

105,7

123,4

116,7

Revenues from sales of products and services

RUR Millions

55 835,7

53 869,4

56 752,3

105,4

Pre-tax profit

RUR Millions

12 430

9 514,5

13 157,9

138,3

Net profit

RUR Millions

9 066,3

6 474

9 663,2

149,3

Equity

RUR Millions

34 841,2

39 272,8

48 935,8

124,6

Deducted taxes

RUR Millions

24 053,6

19 599,4

18 596,5

94,9

Geological exploration

RUR Millions

943,6

1 002,7

1 146,8

114,4

Capital investments

RUR Millions

13 174,9

14 776,7

15 913,5

107,7

Persons

40 996

40 247

39 578

98,3

RUR

14 329

17 293

21 863

126,7

RUR Millions

608,8

718,2

800*)

111,4

Average number of employees
Average monthly wage
Dividends

*) Note: The amount of dividends proposed for approval by the Shareholders' General Meeting

Equity Structure
Description

as of 01.01.2003
RUR Millions
%% of total

as of 01.01.2004
RUR Millions
%% of total

Difference
RUR Millions
%% of total

Authorised capital

2 700,50

6,88

2 700,50

5,52

0,00

0,00

Added capital

10 392,39

26,46

10 392,39

21,24

0,00

0,00

540,10

1,38

540,10

1,10

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Undistributed profit

25 639,76

65,29

35 302,83

72,14

9 663,07

37,69

TOTAL:

39 272,75

100,00

48 935,82

100,00

9 663,07

24,61

Reserve capital
Funds
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Structure of Assets
Description

I. Fixed assets

as of 01.01.2003
RUR Millions
%% of total

as of 01.01.2004
RUR Millions
%% of total

Difference
RUR Millions
%% of total

61 843,40

66,69

73 650,84

71,96

11 807,44

19,09

Basic assets

32 961,26

35,55

43 955,11

42,94

10 993,85

33,35

Long-term financial outlays

12 799,54

13,80

16 753,20

16,37

3 953,66

30,89

Construction in progress

15 806,32

17,05

12 349,45

12,07

-3 456,87

-21,87

3,57

0,00

3,15

0,00

-0,42

-11,73

R&D expenses

161,90

0,17

248,71

0,24

86,81

53,62

Deferred tax assets

95,35

0,10

331,96

0,32

236,61

248,14

Other fixed assets

15,46

0,02

9,26

0,01

-6,20

-40,12

30 885,18

33,31

28 702,39

28,04

-2 182,78

-7,07

Inventories, VAT

16 714,36

18,41

19 234,42

18,79

2 520,06

15,08

Accounts receivable

6 523,44

7,03

4 539,32

4,43

-1 984,13

-30,42

Short-term financial outlays

5 474,19

5,90

3 590,10

3,51

-1 884,09

-34,42

Cash

2 173,19

2,34

1 338,56

1,31

-834,63

-38,41

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-

92 728,58

100,00

102 353,23

100,00

9 624,66

10,38

Intangible assets

II. Current assets

Other current assets
TOTAL BALANCE

Revenues from sales of products and services

RUR Millions

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

Actual

%%
of plan

Revenues from sales of products and services
Total

55 835,7

53 869,4

56 159,6

56 752,3

101,1

— Sales of rough diamonds

46 956,7

45 581,4

48 374,6

48 064,4

99,4

— Sales of polished diamonds

3 820,4

3 320,7

3 806,6

3 667,3

96,3

— Services of ALROSA-Nyurba

0,00

163,4

944,1

1 093,7

115,8

5 058,6

4 803,9

3 034,3

3 926,9

129,4

1 305,2

1 374,1

1 401,3

1 597,2

114,0

358

114,1

106,5

190,4

178,8

— construction and installation

913,1

423,4

60,4

92,8

153,6

— non-industrial activities

469,7

491,1

533,5

613,9

115,1

Description

— other types of activities, including:
— transport services
— geological exploration
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2003

Expenses for Production of Products, Work or Services
Description

Materials and utilities, including:
— Energy and fuel
— Auxiliary materials
— Industrial services
Depreciation
Salaries and wages
Social deductions
Other expenses
Lease rent to RS (Ya) for the use of facilities
Commercial expenses
TOTAL:

RUR Millions

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

2003
Actual

%%
of plan

10 281
4 235
4 135
1 910
3 126
6 778
2 019
8 658
8 996
2 167

12 058
5 688
4 999
1 371
2 898
8 012
2 139
7 864
9 185
1 879

13 844
6 278
5 143
2 424
3 540
9 917
2 661
7 382
10 384
2 052

14 184
6 308
5 444
2 432
3 741
10 119
2 446
7 266
10 751
2 002

102,5
100,5
105,9
100,3
105,7
102,0
91,9
98,4
103,5
97,6

42 024

44 035

49 780

50 508

101,5

Structure and Amounts of Taxes and Charges, by source
RUR Millions
Description

Taxes and charges included in production cost
Taxes referring to financial result
Taxes out of profit
Indirect taxes
TOTAL:

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

2003
Actual

%%
of plan

16 856,0
738,6
3 358,7
3 100,3

14 327,3
884,0
2 997,5
1 390,6

15 358,9
692,0
1 850,3
1 350,2

15 137,7
589,1
2 984,5
-114,8

98,6
85,1
161,3
-

24 053,6

19 599,4

19 251,4

18 596,5

96,6

Proportion of Taxes and Charges in Sales Revenues,
Production Cost and Profit
Description

Total sales
for all types of activities, RUR millions
Production cost (products, work and services), RUR millions
Profit (loss) from sales, RUR millions
Gross profit including
extraordinary profit, RUR millions
Percentage of taxes in production cost, %%
Ratio of taxes referred to financial results.
sales profit, %%
Percentage of taxes in profits in gross profit, %%
Proportion of all taxes (except for indirect costs)
in sales revenues, %%
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2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

2003
Actual

%%
of plan

55 835,7
36 268,6
19 567,1

53 869,38
37 581,37
16 288,01

56 159,6
39 817,3
16 342,3

56 752,3
39 174,8
17 577,5

101
98
108

12 430,0
46,48

9 514,48
38,12

9 681,9
38,57

13 157,8
38,64

136
100

3,77
27,02

5,43
31,5

4,23
19,11

3,35
22,68

79
119

37,53

33,8

31,88

30,39

95

Commercial Expenses
RUR Millions
Description
Actual
Materials and utilities
of which: — Energy
— Fuel

2001
Actual

2002
Plan

Actual

2003
of plan

%%

20,4

31,8

39,9

39,2

98,2

0,3

0,4

0,4

0,4

98,8

0,2

0,3

0,3

0,3

100,9

— Auxiliary materials

0,4

9,6

12,6

12,4

99,1

— Industrial services

19,5

21,5

26,6

26,0

97,8

Depreciation

0,8

5,6

7,4

5,7

76,1

Wages and salaries

48,6

58,2

66,3

64,7

97,6

Social expenses

15,6

13,6

20,7

20,6

99,2

Other expenses

374,7

339,1

307,6

263,2

85,6

including: insurance of products

106,0

57,6

64,5

50,5

78,2

marketing, advertising cost

205,1

216,2

197,6

147,8

74,8

1 775,9

1 430,5

1 610,2

1 609,1

99,9

2 236,0

1 878,8

2 052,2

2 002,4

97,6

Customs duties
TOTAL:

Managerial Expenses
Description

RUR Millions

2001
Actual

2002
Actual

Plan

2003
Actual

%%
of plan

Material expenses

204,7

209,6

233,7

221,5

94,8

Salaries

503,7

768,3

997,7

1 031,6

103,4

Social expenses

118,9

159,6

186,2

181,0

97,2

Depreciation

27,1

87,6

89,6

73,4

81,6

Other expenses, including

441,1

1 094,4

1 441,1

1 435,1

99,6

communications

158,7

190,8

205,9

190,9

92,7

security

53,3

86,3

125,5

124,1

98,9

advertising

25,8

19,4

66,4

65,9

99,2

auditing and consulting services

70,8

85,2

180,0

179,9

99,9

introduction of software

1,5

3,9

30,4

29,6

97,4

surveys and design development, R&D

0,0

15,4

40,1

39,2

97,8

personnel training

31,2

46,4

64,0

63,8

99,7

travelling expenses

37,0

48,8

62,6

62,0

99,0

compensation to be paid in case of contract
of employment termination

0,0

12,7

51,7

50,9

98,5

insurance

24,6

127,3

145,4

144,0

99,0

Total managerial expenses

1 295,5

2 319,5

2 948,6

2 942,6

99,8

Taxes, charges, rents

15 048,5

13 009,6

13 824,0

14 110,7

102,1

16 344,0

15 329,1

16 772,6

17 053,3

101,7

TOTAL:
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Supervisory Board

Executive Board

Auditing Committee

Activities of Supervisory Board

Structure of ALROSA Group

Alexey Leonidovich KUDRIN

Vyacheslav Anatolyevich SHTYROV

SUPERVISORY BOARD

Alexey Leonidovich KUDRIN

Deputy Chairman of RF Government,
Minister of Finance of the Russian Federation,
Chairman of ALROSA Supervisory Board

Vyacheslav Anatolyevich SHTYROV

President of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia),
First Deputy Chairman of
ALROSA Supervisory Board

Members of Supervisory Board:
Alexandr Vasilyevich ANOSHKIN
Ivan Sergeyevich MATEROV

Yuri Mitrofanovich MEDVEDEV
Alexandr Vasilyevich TIKHONOV

Leonid Fedorovich TOLPEZHNIKOV
Gennady Fedorovich ALEXEYEV
Ernst Borisovich BEREZKIN
Yegor Afanasyevich BORISOV
Galena Maratovna MAKAROVA
Vladimir Tikhonovich KALITIN
Alexandr Pavlovich MOROZKIN
Nikolai Nikolayevich Yermolayev
Anatoly Tarasovich POPOV
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Assistant of Head of RF President's Administration
First Deputy Minister of Economic
Development and Trade
of the Russian Federation
First Deputy Minister for Property Relations
of the Russian Federation
Head of Department of Property of
Fuel and Energy Complex,
Ministry of Property Relations of Russia
Head of Department of Precious Metals
and Gemstones, RF Ministry of Finance
First Deputy Minister of Property Relations
of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Minister of Finance of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Chairman of Government
of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Minister of Property Relations
of Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
ALROSA President
First Vice-President,
Executive Director of ALROSA
Vice President of ALROSA
Head of Mirny District Administration,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Vladimir Tikhonovich KALITIN

President, Moscow

Alexandr Pavlovich MOROZKIN

First Vice-President and
Executive Director, Mirny

Alexandr Olegovich NICHIPORUK

First Vice-President, Moscow

Gennady Anatolyevich MELNIK

Chief Engineer, Moscow

Vassily Mikhailovich VLASOV

Vice-President, Yakutsk

Ivan Kirillovich Demyanov

Vice-President, Mirny

Yuri Alexandrovich DUDENKOV

Vice-President, Moscow

Valentina Anatolyevna POTRUBEIKO

Vice-President, Mirny

Olga Alexeyevna LYASHENKO

Chief Accountant, Moscow

Dmitry Konstantinovich NOVIKOV

Vice-President, Moscow

Sergey Aramovich OULIN

Vice-President, Moscow

Gustav Afanasievich YAKOVLEV

Vice-President, Yakutsk

Petr Andreyevich GALAYEV

Vice-President, Mirny

Yuri Anatolyevich IONOV

Vice-President, Moscow

Sergey Georgiyevich ALYABYEV

Director of Nyurba Integrated
Mining and Processing Complex, Mirny

Petr Mikhailovich GLAGOLEV

Director of AlmazDorTrans Division, Lensk

Yuri Andreyevich DOINIKOV

Director of Mirny, Integrated
Mining and Processing Complex, Mirny

Alexandr Vladimirovich KOZUPEYEV

Director of Anabar Integrated
Mining and Processing Complex, Ebelyakh, Anabar District

Yuri Anatolyevich PETROV

Director of Udachny Integrated
Mining and Processing Complex, Udachny

Semyon Fedotovich PONOMARYOV

Director of Aikhal Integrated
Mining and Processing Complex, Aikhal

Alexandr Sergeyevich CHAADAYEV

Director of Capital Construction Division, Mirny

Gamlet Vaginakovich AKOPYAN

Head of Legal Department, Moscow

Anatoly Tarasovich POPOV

Head of Municipality of Mirny, Mirny

Pavel Antonovich TRETYAKOV

Chairman of the Profalmaz Trade Union, Mirny

AUDITING COMMITTEE
Lyudmila Valentinovna GANCHENKO

Deputy Chief Accountant,
Central Accounting Office of ALROSA

Valery Vladimirovich YELISEYEV

Deputy Head of Department,
Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation

Victor Mikhailovich MYASNIKOV

Deputy Head of Department,
Ministry of Property Relations of the Russian Federation

Lyudmila Afanasyevna NIKOLAYEVA

Deputy Head of Administration of President of
President of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Vadim Arkadyevich NOVIKOV

Deputy Finance Minister,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
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Activities
of the Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board of ALROSA carries out
overall guidance of the Company and consists of
15 members, including six representatives of the Russian Federation, five representatives of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia), three representatives of the Company's employees, and one representative of the local
districts — co-founders of the Company.
In 2003 the Supervisory Board held 11 meetings,
including 4 actual meetings and 7 meetings with
remote voting procedure. Forty issues were discussed,
including the following main subjects:
— Basic performance targets and budget of
ALROSA Co. Ltd. for 2003;
— Strategy of ALROSA with respect to development of co-operation with the Republic of Angola;
— Participation of ALROSA in preparation for
development of diamond deposits in the Arkhangelsk
region;
— Approval of a model agreement with the Company's managers;
— Results of the inspection of ALROSA by the tax
agency;
— Raising of borrowed funds through issue of
unsecured eurobonds for an amount of up to 500 million US Dollars;
— Operational, financial and economic performance of ALROSA in 2002;
— Approval of ALROSA's auditor;
— Holding of the Shareholders' Annual General
Meeting;
— Nomination of members of the ALROSA Supervisory Board and members of the Auditing Committee for
election at the Shareholders' Annual General Meeting;
— Review of implementation of the integrated programme «Quality at ALROSA operations in 19992000» and the progress of the ongoing programme
«Quality at ALROSA operations in 2001-2005»;
— Election of the Chairman and Deputy Chairmen
of the Supervisory Board;
— ALROSA mineral resources and efficiency of
diamond prospecting;
— Amendments of the Company's production plan
and budget for 2003;
— Transfer of shares of the Severalmaz subsidiary
for trust management by ZAO Investment Company
SOLEX, a subsidiary of OAO Investment Group
ALROSA;
The Supervisory Board took specific decisions on
all issues considered and issued appropriate assignments for the Company's Executive Board, which were
in general fulfilled during the reported year.
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During the subsequent five
years ALROSA will remain the
key enterprise in the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia), the performance of which will determine
the economic, social and political situation in the Republic.
V.A. Shtyrov

Meeting of the Executive Board

Distinguished employees of the Company
awarded for excellent performance in 2003

STRUCTURE OF ALROSA GROUP

GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS

SUPERVISORY COUNCIL

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMPANY'S MANAGEMENT

Udachny GOK,
Udachny

Mirny GOK, Mirny

Udachny
Construction
Department,
Udachny

Amakinskaya
Geological
Expedition,
Aikhal

«AlmazEnergoRemont»
Department,
Udachny

Botuobinskaya Geological Expedition, Mirny

ALROSAPomorye
Geological
Expedition,
Arkhangelsk

Representative
Office in
Yakutsk

Representative
Office in
Moscow

Aikhal GOK,
Aikhal

Nyurba GOK,
Nakyn

«Almaz
Automation»
Department,
Mirny

Yacutian
Research Division of Central
Geological
Exploration
Institute, Mirny

YakutNiproAlmaz
Institute, Mirny

Personnel
Training
Center,
Mirny

Representative Office
in St. Petersburg

Cultural
and Sports
Complex,
Mirny

Security
Department,
Mirny

Representative
Office in
Arkhangelsk

Anabar GOK,
Ebelyakh

Technical
Supplies and
Logistics
Department,
Mirny

Capital
Construction
Department,
Mirny

TV and Radio
Company
«Diamond
Country», Mirny

Diamond
Sorting Center,
Mirny

Novy
Agricultural
Farm,
Mirny

Representative
Office in Orel

«AlmazDorTrans»
Department,
Lensk

«Prometheus»
Recreational
and Medical
Center, Nebug

Representative
Office in Belgium,
Antwerp

United Selling
Organization,
Moscow

«Brillianty
ALROSA»,
Moscow

Mirny
Aviation
Department,
Mirny

Utilities and
Municipal Services Department, Mirny

Representative
Office in
Angola, Luanda

«ALROSATranssnab»,
Moscow

ìÜäï,
Mirny

éäËÜäï,
Lensk

Representative
Office in Israel,
Ramat-Gan

SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES

Industrial and geological
exploration companies (23)
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Construction
companies (4)

Financial companies (8)

Logistics and transport
companies (4)

Trading companies,
hotels and recreational
facilities (13)

Non-profit
organizations (2)

INFORMATION FOR SHAREHOLDERS

Information for Shareholders
ALROSA Co. Ltd. is a closed-type joint-stock company, successor to the enterprises, organizations and
divisions of the former YakutAlmaz Association, Committee for Precious Metals and Precious Gemstones
(Gokhran of the Ministry of Finance of the Russian
Federation) and the Almazjuvelirexport Foreign Trade
Association specialized in sorting, initial processing
and supply of rough diamonds which were incorporated into the Company's structure.
The Almazy Rossii-Sakha Company was established under Decree No.158s of 19.02.1992 by the
President of the Russian Federation «On Establishment of Almazy Rossii Joint-stock Company» issued
on the basis of the resolution of the meeting of the
Company's founders held on July 25th, 1992, in the city
of Yakutsk.
Almazy Rossii-Sakha was registered on August
13th, 1992 in the city of Mirny (Resolution No. 554 by
the Administration of the Mirny District).
The Company commenced its industrial and commercial operation on January 1st, 1993.
Pursuant to a decision taken by the Shareholders'
General Meeting on June 27th, 1998 (Protocol No. 12)
the full and abbreviated name of the Company has
been changed. These changes were registered by the
Administration of the Mirny Ulus on August 26th, 1998
(Certificate No. 510). According to the above changes
the full official name of the Company is as follows:
— in the Russian language: Aktsionernaya Kompania «ALROSA» (Joint-stock Company of Closed
Type);
— in the Yakutian language: «ALROSA» Aktsionernai Kompania (Sabyylaakh aktsionernai uopsastyba);
— in the English language: ALROSA Company
Limited.
— Abbreviated name of the Company:
— in the Russian language: AK «ALROSA» (ZAO)
— in the Yakutian language: «ALROSA» AK
(SAUO)
— in the English language: ALROSA Co. Ltd.
The Register of the Company's shareholders has
been kept by the Mirny subsidiary of ZAO «Reyestr
A-Plus» (License of the Federal Commission for Securities No.10-000-1-00256 of September 17th, 2002).
The Register of the Shareholders is kept in conformity with the Federal Laws «On Securities Market» and
«On Joint-Stock Companies», as well as the Regula-
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Malaya Botuobiya River

Siberian white crane is the symbol of Yakutia

tion on Keeping Registers of Registered Securities
Owners approved by the Federal Commission for
Securities (Resolution No.27 of 02.10.1997 with
amendments enacted by the Federal Commission for
Securities by Resolutions No.45 of 31.12.1997, No.1 of
12.01.1998 and No.8 of 20.04.1998).
The official auditor of the Company: OOO
«Finansoviye y Buhgalterskiye Konsultanty» (FBK),
member of Pannell Kerr Foster International association of companies, was approved by the Shareholders'
Annual General Meeting on June 29th, 2002.
The audit of the consolidated financial statement of
ALROSA Co. Ltd. prepared in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is
carried out by PricewaterhouseCoopers, the world's
largest organisation to provide auditor and consultative
services.
The authorized capital of ALROSA in accordance
with the issue of securities registered on 18.09.1997 by
the Irkutsk Regional Division of the Russian Federal
Commission for Securities, is 2,700,500,000 (two billion
seven hundred million five hundred thousand) Roubles
with due account of the Rouble denomination. The
state registration number of this stock issue is 1-0240046-N. The authorized capital is divided into 200,000
(two hundred thousand) common shares with a nominal value of RUR 13,502.50 each.
Shareholders of ALROSA are:
On behalf of the Russian Federation: Ministry for
Property Relations of the Russian Federation: 37%.
Note: Pursuant to a decision of 10.12.2002 by the
Arbitration Court of the City of Moscow on Case No. ¿40-

25248/02-54-236, shares owned by the Social Security
Foundation for Servicemen (Fond Garantia) were converted to federal ownership of which an appropriate entry
was made in the Register of Shareholders by the Ministry
for Property Relations of the Russian Federation.
On behalf of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): the
Ministry for Management of the State-Owned Property
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): 32%.
Employees of enterprises and organisations of the
diamond industry, as well as other individuals: 23%.
Administrations of the districts (Ulus) of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) on whose territories the Company operates: 8%, including:
Anabar Ulus — 1%
Verkhnevilyuiski Ulus — 1%
Vilyuiski Ulus — 1%
Lensk Ulus — 1%
Mirny Ulus — 1%
Nyurba Ulus — 1%
Olenekski Ulus — 1%
Suntar Ulus — 1%
In conformity with the Federal Law «On Amendments to the Federal Law On Joint-stock Companies»
(No.120-FZ of 07.08.2001) and pursuant to the resolution passed by the Shareholders Annual General Meeting on June 29th, 2002, new versions of the Company's
Charter and basic internal regulations were approved.
Beginning of the financial year: January 1st, 2002.
End of the financial year: December 31st, 2002.
Dividends are paid by ALROSA Co. Ltd. once a
year.
The date of dividend payment will be determined by
the Shareholders' Annual Meeting.

Implementation of the idea of expansion of Russian
domestic production and manufacturing companies
makes an essential contribution into the development
of the Russian economy.
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Historic Highlights of ALROSA
1954
13.06.1955
16.06.1955
14.01.1957
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1963-1965
1966
1967
1969
1972
1972-1995
1975
1976
1979
1986
1991
1991
19.02.1992
1994
1995
1996
1996-1997
21.10.1997
26.03.1998
November 1998
05-07.1998
13-14.08.1999
1999
March 2000
2000
05-10.2001

June 2001
17.12.2001
2002
July 2002
23.08.2003
04.09.2003
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Discovery of the Zarnitsa pipe, Russia's first primary diamond deposit.
Discovery of the Mir pipe.
Discovery of the Udachny pipe.
Establishment of YakutAlmaz Trust.
First commercial-grade diamonds recovered at No. 1 Plant.
Commissioning of No.2 and 4 Plants.
VTO SoyuzPromExport sold the first lot of Russian diamonds for export.
Discovery of the Aikhal pipe.
Commissioning of the Aikhal mine. Construction of No. 8 Plant commenced.
VTO SoyuzPromExport concluded first contracts
with De Beers for sale of rough diamonds.
Commissioning of No. 3 Plant in Mirny.
Commissioning of the Udachny alluvial mine.
Construction of the No. 11 Plant commenced.
First phase of the Vilyui hydroelectric power station put into operation.
YakutAlmaz Trust restructured as Production
and Scientific Association (NPO) YakutAlmaz.
VTO SoyuzPromExport began to draft of the first medium-term (3 years)
agreement with De Beers for rough diamonds sales.
Sales of rough diamonds under trade agreements with De Beers.
Discovery of the Jubilee pipe.
Commissioning of the first phase of the mining
and ore-processing complex at Udachny.
Udachny Integrated Mining and Processing Complex established.
Aikhal Integrated Mining and Processing Complex established.
Development of the Jubilee pipe and construction of the No.14 Plant commenced.
Mirny Integrated Mining and Processing Complex established.
An agreement concluded between the USSR and De Beers on a loan
of US $1 billion secured by diamonds from the Gokhran of the USSR.
Agreement concluded with De Beers for a term of 5 years.
Almazy Rossii-Sakha Joint-Stock Company established.
Discovery of the Botuobinskaya pipe.
Expiry of the five-year agreement with De Beers.
Discovery of the Nyurba pipe.
Commissioning of the first and second stages of the Jubilee mining
and ore-processing complex.
Signing of a Trade Agreement between ALROSA and De Beers in Moscow.
The President of the Russian Federation signed the Federal Law
'On Precious Metals and Gemstones
Trade Agreement between ALROSA and De Beers prolonged for three years
ALROSA participated in relief efforts in Lensk hit by disastrous flooding
on the Lena River.
The International underground mine and an ore treatment plant
of at 'ALROSA-Nyurba' put into operation.
Anabar Integrated Mining and Processing Complex established
on the basis of the alluvial Anabar mine.
Nyurba Integrated Mining and Processing Complex established
for the development of the Nyurba pipe and the Nakyn ore field.
Brillianty ALROSA diamond manufacturing division is established
ALROSA in conjunction with the Governments of the Russian Federation
and Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) organised and sponsored relief efforts Lensk
after a new disastrous flood, construction and restoration housing
and industrial facilities.
Termination of the open-pit mining operation at the Mir kimberlite pipe.
Trade agreement concluded between ALROSA and De Beers
for the period of 2002-2006.
The 45th anniversary of YakutAlmaz Trust and 10th anniversary of ALROSA.
International underground mine reached its design capacity.
No.16 ore treatment plant commissioned at the Nyurba Integrated Mining
and Processing Complex.
Mining operations commenced at the Lomonosov diamond deposit.

ALROSA Offices:

6, Ul. Lenina, Mirny 678170
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Teletype: 134818 «Almaz»
Telex: 135113 «Almaz» SU
Fax: (411-36) 304 51
E-mail: aho@centr.alrosa-mir.ru

10-12, Pervy Kazachy Pereulok,
Moscow 109017, Russian Federation
Teletype: 113258 «Vilyui»
Telex: 414199 «Almaz» RU
Fax: (095) 230 66 31
E-mail: info@alrosa.ru

8, Ul. Ammosova, Yakutsk 677018
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Phone: (411-2) 42-18-15
Telex: 414199 «Almaz» RU
Fax: (411-2) 24-33-28
E-mail: sid@yakutia.ru
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